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Surface Currents on a Conducting Sphere Excited by a Dipole* 

C. H. PAPAS AND RONOLD KING 

Cruft Laboratory, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 

(Received January 23, 1948) 

This paper treats the problem of determining the current distribution on the surface of a 
perfectly conducting sphere when driven by a dipole antenna erected on its surface. Curves 
of the real and imaginary parts of the surface currents are given for the case of a half-wave 
dipole and various radii of the sphere. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE distribution of currents on the surface 
of a metal spheroid excited by an adjacent 

antenna or by a cavity is of great practical 
interest (see Fig. 1). The analytical problem 
involved is closely related to the determination 
of the diffracted field of a plane wave incident 
upon a sphere or spheroid,! which has been 
studied by many investigators. The rigorous 
solution of the general case in which the wave
length of the incident plane wave is of the same 
order of magnitude as the dimension of the 
diffracting sphere is due to L. Brillouin. In 
practice a plane wave is approximated by the 
field of a radiator situated a great many wave
lengths from the diffracting sphere or prolate 
spheroid. This field induces surface currents 
which, in turn, set up an electromagnetic field. 
This induced field is so disposed that on the 
surface of the sphere or spheroid (assumed 
perfectly conducting) the sum of the tangential 
components of the incident and induced E-fields 
vanishes and the sum of the tangential compo
nents of the H-fields equals the surface current 
density. Since' the scalar wave equation is 
separable in spherical (and spheroidal) coordi
nates, these boundary conditions permit the 
determination of the unknown constants of the 
infinite series solution for the induced E- and 
H-fields. 

If the distant radiator is brought close to the 
diffracting body, the incident field is no longer a 
plane wave and the analytical problem becomes 

* The research reported in this document was made 
possible through support extended Cruft Laboratory, Har
vard University, jointly by the Navy Department (Office 
of Naval Research) and the Signal Corps, U. S. Army 
under Contract N5 ori-76, T. O. I. 

1 J. A. Stratton, Electromagnetic Theory (McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., New York, 1941). 
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so complicated that the general procedure de
scribed above has to be abandoned. An alter
native procedure has been formulated by Feld2 

who has applied Lorentz' lemma to a linear 
antenna over a perfectly conducting sphere. The 
current in the antenna is assumed to be sinus
oidal; the coefficients of the modal currents on 
the sphere are determined by the well-known 
Fourier-Lame method.3 

By applying the general reciprocity theorem 
(Appendix A) to a closed metallic surface with a 
linear antenna erected upon it, an integral equa
tion is obtained. In order to solve this integral 
equation by the Fourier-Lame method it is 
necessary to restrict the closed metallic surface 
to a shape that may be described simply using 
coordinates in which the homogeneous scalar 
wave equation, 

is separable. 4 Another limitation (which is of 
purely praCtical importance) is the availability 
of numerical tables of the functions used in the 
solutions. For example, if the closed metallic 
surface is a sphere, the "natural" coordinates are 
spherical which permit separation of variables 
and give as angular solutions the Legendre 
polynomials and as radial solutions the spherical 
Hankel functions. Both the Legendre poly
nomials5 and spherical Hankel functions6 have 
been tabulated. Similarly, if the metallic surface 
is a prolate spheroid, the prolate spheroidal 
coordinates! ~, 1/, 4> are used. These also permit 

2 J. N. Feld, Doklady U.S.S.R. 51, No.3, 203-206 (1946). 
a G. Grunberg, J. Phys. U.S.S.R. 10, No.4, 301-320 

(1946). 
4 L. P. Eisenhart, Annals Math. 35, No.2, 284-305 (1934). 
6 Tables of Associated Legendre Functions (Columbia 

University Press, New York, 1945). 
6 Tables of Spherical Bessel 'Functions (Columbia Uni

versity Press, New York, 1945). 
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separation of variables and yield the functions 
Se II (.,.,) as "angular" solutions and Rell(~) as 
"radial" solutions. These functions have been 
tabulated. 7 It is evidently possible to solve for 
the surface currents on spheres, prolate sphe
roids, and oblate spheroids, and from these to 
determine the transmitting and receiving char
acteristics of the array consisting of linear 
antenna and closed surface. 

Although the spheroidal functions have been 
tabulated, the additional computation necessary 
to determine the surface currents is considerable. 
Therefore, the simpler problem of a linear 
antenna over a sphere has been carried through 
first. 

II. LINEAR ANTENNA OVER SPHERE 

For an array consisting of a linear antenna of 
height h over a perfectly conducting sphere of 
radius a, the total current crossing a parallel of 
latitude (J on the sphere is (Appendix C) 

'" Ils«(J) = L. BnF n(COS(J) , 
n=O 

where 

B,. = (Imax/2)[[Pn_l(kd)/ Pn-l'(ka)] 
-coskh[Pn_l(ka) I Pn-l'(ka)] 
- [Pn+l(kd)1 Pn+l'(ka)] 

(1) 

+coskh[Pn+l(ka) I Pn+i' (ka) ]], (2) 

and k = hi).., a is the radius of sphere, h is the 
height of antenna, d=a+h. It was assumed in 
the derivation of (1) that the current along the 
antenna has the form 

llA(r) = I mAx sink(d-r), 

and that this distribution is independent of 
currents 011 the sphere. For very thin antennas 
driven at the junction with the sphere a sinus
oidal distribution is a good approximation for 
lengths differing considerably from X/2. In gen
eral, a sinusoidal current cannot be maintained 
by a single generator but requires a distribution 
of generators along the entire antenna. 

When the length of the antenna is )../4, the 
current is maximum, I max, at the base (r=a) 
and zero at the top (r=a+h). Since kh=7r/2, 

7 Stratton, Morse, Chu, and Hutner. Elliptic Cylinder 
and Spheroidal Wave Functions (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology Press, Cambridge, 1941). 
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0LEANTENNA 

USPHE.E 

SPHERE EXCITED BY DIPOLE. PROLATE ELLIPSOID EXCITED BY DIPOLE. 

(PROLATE ELLIPSOID C y'POL~ ANTENNA 

PROLATE ELLIPSOID EXCITED BY DIPOLE AT BOW. 

FIG. 1. Some closed metallic surfaces excited by riipoles 
which may be solved for surface currents by the method 
of this paper. 

the expression for Bn reduces to 

B n = (lmax/2)[[Pn-l(kd) lPn-I' (ka)] 
-[Pn+l(kd)IPn+/(ka)]). (3) 

Calculations have been made for various 
values of the radius a with kh=7r/2 using (3). 
In order to compute terms such as the ratio 
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FIG. 3. Total current on sphere versus polar angle for 
ka=7r/4. 

Pn_l(kd)/Pn_l'(ka) it was found convenient to 
follow a computational procedure used by L. 
Infeld. 8 By factoring this ratio it is seen that 
one of the factors is a function which satisfies 
Riccati's equation and for which there IS a 
recurrence relation. That is, 

Pn_l(kd) / Pn-t' (ka) = Pn_l(ka) / Pn-l' (ka) 
. Pn_l(ka+kh)/ Pn-l(ka) = f n_l(ka) 

. Pn-:-l(ka+kh)/Pn_l(ka) , (4) 
where 
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FIG. 4. Total current on sphere versus polar angle for 
ka=7r/2. 

This zeta satisfies Riccati's equation and equals 
the zeta used by Infeld with the n equal to his 
2m+1. Letting x=ka, the recurrence formula is 

f n-CX) = [nxf n-I(X) _X2]/ 
[(x2-n2)f n_l(x)+nx], (5) 

and f-I(X) = +i. Starting with f-I(X) = +i, the 
entire set of functions fo(x) , fleX), ... was 
obtained . 

The other factor which is of the form 
Pn_l(ka+kh)/Pn_l(ka) was computed from the 
fundamental definition of the functions: 

Pn_l(ka+kh) (x+kh) [(11' /2 (x+kh) )!J n-t i(x+kh) + (i/cosnll') (11' /2(x+kh) )!J -(n+l) (x+ kh)] 
(6) 

The functions 

(1I'/2X)!JnH(X) and (1I'/2x) !L(nH) (x) 

are the spherical Bessel functions, tables of which 
are available. 

8 L. Infeld, Q. App. Math. 5, No.2, 113-132 (1947) 
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Using (6) and (5), the ratios Pn_l(ka+kh)/ 
Pn-l'(ka) were computed for n=O, 1, 2, 3,4"'11 
when kh=1I'/2 and ka=1I'/8, 11'/4, 11'/2, 311'/4,11', 
511'/4, 311'/2, 711'/4, and 211'. These ratios were 
substituted into (3). The values of En thus 
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obtained were substituted into (2) and 118 (fJ) 
was determined. 

m. RESULTS 

The real and imaginary parts of the current 
118(0) crossing the 0 parallel of latitude have 
been computed for several values of the radius a 
of the perfectly conducting sphere in the special 
case of an antenna of length h = X/4 erected on 
the sphere. Plots of these currents are shown in 
Figs. 2-10. The ordinate of these plots is twice 
the ratio of 1(fJ) to Imax. Since the positive 
direction of current along the antenna is towards 
its top and the positive direction of flow on the 
sphere is from its North pole towards its South, 
it is necessary for 118(0) to be opposite in sign 
to llA(a) =lmax.. In all the plots for 0=0 the 
imaginary part is zero and the real part equals 
-2. That is, 

2118 (O)/lmax = -2 or 118(0) = -lmax. 

At the bottom of the sphere, 0 = 180°, the current 
is zero. 
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In the theoretical derivation it was assumed 
that there was a generator or a distribution of 
generators somewhere in the antenna. The only 
restriction upon this generator is that it be 
independent of the angle cpo For example, the 
generator may be a single idealized slice generator 
or a distribution of these along the antenna. In 
the computed case the current distribution is 
assumed to be sinusoidal with a node at the top 
of the antenna and a loop Imax at its base. This 
requires a single slice generator to be placed at 
the base of a very thin antenna as indicated in 
Fig. 11. The current distributions shown in the 
plots are for just such a model. 

Since an actual physical antenna of finite 
cross section driven from a coaxial line over an 
imperfectly conducting sphere necessarily differs 
from the ideal model assumed in the theory, 
actual currents must be expected to differ some
what from the computed currents represented in 
the plots. However, it is safe to assume that the 
currents in the idealized mathematical model are 
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a fair approximation of actual currents in a 
suitably arranged physical set-up. The determi
nation of such actual distributions using tech
niques developed in this laboratory for the 
measurement of magnitude and phase cif surface 
ctlrrents is contemplated. 
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APPENDIX A 

The General Reciprocity Theorem 

A given source or distribution of sources 
maintains a current density i l with an associated 
electromagnetic field E l , H l • A second source 
maintains a current density i2 with an associated 
electromagnetic field E 2, H 2• Then, according to 
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the theorem of Lorentz, 

V'. (E l XH2) - V'. (E 2 XH l ) =i l • E 2 -i2 • E l • (At) 

Up to this point there is no relation either 
between the two sets of fields and currents or the 
regions in which they are defined. Let it be 
assumed that the two sets of fields are defined in 
free space and are bounded by the same geo
metrical surfaces. The boundary cQnditions on 
these surfaces need not be related in any other 
manner than that they are applied at surfaces 
that satisfy the same mathematical equations. 
Let (A1) be multiplied on each side by an ele
ment of volume dT and integrated over a volume 
V in empty space that is bounded by a closed 
surface S and extends to infinity where all fields 
vanish. Since all volume densities of current 
vanish in empty space, the right side of (At), 
when so integrated vanishes. The left side may 
be transformed using the divergence theorem, 
since the fieids are continuous in the volume V. 
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The result is 

Iv {V· (E 1 XH2-E2XH1) IdT 

= f In· (E 1XH2-E2 XH1) Idu=O, (A2) 
8 

where n is an external normal to the volume V 
on the bounding surface S. The only restrictions 
on the two sets of fields is that they satisfy the 
field equations, that the volume of integration 
V be empty space, and that the bounding surface 
S have the same geometrical shape for both sets 
but not necessarily the same physical properties. 

For periodic time dependence (A2) is valid 
for complex amplitudes provided 'both fields 
vary with the same frequency. 

APPENDIX B 

Derivation of the Integral Equation 

The problem under consideration is to deter
mine the distribution of current on the surface 
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of a perfectly conducting sphere of radius a when 
excited by a given distribution of current along 
a linear antenna of very small cross-sectional 
area. The antenna is placed along the line 8=0 
in a system of spherical coordinates r, 8, cf> with 
origin at the center of the sphere as shown in 
Fig. 11. Let the volume V be the entire volume 
in empty space outside the sphere and the 
antenna. Similarly, let the inner bounding surface 
S consist of the surface S8 of the sphere and the 
surface SA of the antenna. The outer boundary 
is at infinity where all fields vanish. 

The electromagnetic field vectors El and HI 
are defined to. be caused by the actual currents 
in the antenna and on the surface of the sphere. 
On the perfectly conducting sphere they must 
satisfy the boundary conditions: 

nXEl=O on S8, 

nXH1=KI8 on S8, 

(B1) 

(B2) 

where n is an external normal to the sphere and 
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hence an internal normal to the volume V 
bounded by S, and where K 18 is the surface 
density of current on the sphere. The current 
iu in the antenna and K IS on the sphere are 
maintained by an appropriate generator or 
distribution of generators in the antenna so dis
posed that no currents exist in the q,-direction 
(i.e., around an axis through the antenna), in 
the antenna or on the sphere. Hence, 

K 1S = OK1S(0); 
(B3) 

i27r K 1s (0)'a sinOdq,=11s(0), 

when;, 11s (0) is the total current crossing a 
parallel of latitude on the sphere. Also the total 
current in the antenna is axial, i.e., radial in the 
system of spherical coordinates. Evidently, com
plete rotational symmetry is obtained about the 
axis 0=0 through the antenna and the sphere. 
The line integral of the tangential component of 
the magnetic field HI around the surface of the 
antenna is equal to the total axial current llA(r) 
in the antenna. Thus, with Ro the radius of the 
antenna is 

f H1·ds= i 2

11" H1q,Rod¢ 

= f ilA(r)dS=I1A(r). (B4) 

cross 
section 

The electromagnetic vectors E2 and H2 are 
not actual fields related to the real currents of 
density i l in the antenna or the sphere. They 
constitute an auxiliary, fictitious field that is 
introduced to facilitate the derivation and solu
tion of the integral equation. It has been pointed 
out that Ez and H2 must satisfy the field equa
tions and that they must be defined on,the same 
geometrical surfaces, i.e., on the surfaces of the 
sphere and the antenna, as E1 and HI. Similarly, 
i2 and E2 are defined in the same volume as i1 
and E 1• Let it be assumed that the volume VA 
(occupied by the antenna for E 1, HI) is empty 
space for E z, H 2• Also, let the volume V S 

(occupied by the perfectly conducting sphere for 
E 1, HI) be constituted to contain appropriate 
generators or distributions of generators to 
maintain the following prescribed field on the 

814 

surface S 8 of the sphere 

Ezq,=O; E 26 = UsinOPn(cosO), 
H 26 =0; H 2r =O. 

(BS) 

Thus the entire field in empty space and its 
boundary Sv on the sphere has the components 
E2T! E 26 , H 2q, which must satisfy the field equa
tions and the prescribed boundary conditions 
(BS). 

After rearrangemen t of the vector prod ucts in 
(A2) they may be written as follows: 

r (Hz.(nXE1)+Ez.(nXII1)) 

JS8 

+ r {HdnXE1) -HI' (nXEz) )du=O. (B6) JSA 

Let the integrals in (B6) be considered in turn. 
As a result of (Bl) and (B2) the first integral 
becomes 

r {Hz· (nXE1)+E z' (nXH1) )du Jss 

= f" E 26I1S (0) adO. (B7) 
o 

The second and third steps follow from (B3) 
and (BS). 

On the surface SA of the cylindrical antenna 
both (nXE 1) and (nXE2) are constant around 
each cross section because of rotational sym
metry. Furthermore, since Eq,=O, 

nXE= -OXE= -(OXr)Er 
- (OXO)E6=~Er. (B8) 

Hence" since H = ~Hq, for both fields, 

r {Hz.(nXE1)-H1.(nXEz))du JSA • 

r=a+h <1>=211" 
= f Etrdr i H2<1>Rod¢ 

r=a "'=0 

where Ro is the small radius of the antenna. 
However, from (B4) the contour integral of the 
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magnetic vector H1 around the periphery of the 
antenna equals the total current in the antenna. 
Accordingly, 

a+h 2" 

f=a E2..dr ~_O H 1.pRrtlcfJ = . 

a+h 

= f E2rI1A(r)dr, (BIO) 
r=a 

where 11A(r) is the total current in the antenna. 
Since the surface SA (which is the surface of the 
antenna for E 1H 1) encloses only empty space 
for EJI2, the same contour integral with H2 
instead of HI equals only the time rate of change 
of EoE2r integrated across the small cross-sectional 
area 7rR02. Since Ro can be made as small as 
required, this quantity can be made negligible 
so that 

Substitution of (B7), (BIO) and (Btl) in (B6) 
gives 

(BI2) 

This is the desired integral equation for deter
mining 1Is«(}). 11A(r) is assumed given, E 28 is 
the prescribed field given in (BS), and E2T is 
determined from the vector E 28 which satisfies 
the field equations and the boundary conditions 
(BS). 

APPENDIX C 

Linear Antenna and Sphere 

The solution of the integral equation (BI2) 
for the current 118(8) on a metal sphere on 
which is erected a linear radiator with current 
11A(r) is carried out as follows. Due to the 
orthogonality of the Legendre polynomials, that 
is, 

II Pm(~)Pn(.u)d~=[2/(2n+I)J5mn' 
-1 

(CI) 

h {
lifm=n. h K k dl . were 5mn = O'f IS t e ronec er eta, It 

I m;t.n 
is possible to expand a function in terms of 
Legendre polynomials. Without limiting the gen-
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FIG. 11. The geometry of sphere excited by dipole. 

erality the current 118«(}) on the surface of the 
sphere can be represented as follows 

00 

1Is«(})=l:,BnP,,(cos(}). (C2) 
n-O 

Bn are independent of· () and later it will be 
shown that they are functions of the radius a of 
the sphere and the height h of the antenna. 
Physically (CI) means that the total current 
crossing the parallel of latitude 8 is the sum of 
all the so-called modal currents crossing this 
parallel of latitude; n is the order of the mode. 
As n increases, the amplitude of the current in 
this mode decreases so that it is possible to 
obtain a rather precise evaluation of 1 18(8) by 
summing over the first twelve modes. Mathe
matically this means that (CI) converges for 
O;;;;(};;;;7r rapidly enough so that terms of higher 
order than twelve contribute very little to the 
sum. 

Expressed in appropriate coordinate form 
(B12) becomes the following for r=a: 

=f7l' E 28 f. B"pn(cos(})·ad(}. (C3) 
o n=O 

Furthermore, as was previously stated, E 2r, E 28 , 

and H 2.p are the only non-zero components of the 
field due to currents on the sphere; this means 
that the field is transverse magnetic T M. 

815 



It has been shown9 that a T M field is uniquely 
derivable from a function u. Moreover, u satisfies 
the scalar wave equation: 

V"2(u/r)+k2(u/r) =0, (C4) 

where k=w/c. The general solution of (C4) is 

00 

u= L: AmPm(cosfJ)Pm(kr), (CS) 
m=O 

where P m(CosfJ) is the Legendre polynomial of 
order m, and 

is the weighted spherical Hankel function of the 
second kind. The components of the field are 
obtained from 

E 2r = [k2+«(J2/(Jr2)]u,} 
E 28 = (1/r) «(J2jar(JfJ)u, 
H 2q, = -i(k/r) «(Ju/(JfJ). 

(C6) 

From 
follows: 

(CS) and (C6), E 28 IS evaluated as 

en 

E 20 = -(k/a) L: AmPml(CosfJ)Pm'(ka), (C7) 
m=O 

where P ml(CosfJ) is the associated Legendre func
tion. In order to evaluate the Am in (C7), (BS) 
may be written in the form 

E 28 = U sinfJP n(CosfJ) 
= U[CP n+II(CosfJ) -P n-8cosfJ)]/(2n+1)). 

(C8) 

Equating the coefficients of P ml(CosfJ) in (C7) 
and (C8) leads to 

A n+l = -aU/(2n+1)·k·Pn+I'(ka), . (C9) 

A n- l = +aU /(2n+1)·k· Pn_l'(ka). (ClO) 

Substitution of these values of Am in the first of 
Eqs. (C6) results in the following expression for. 
E 2r : 

[ 

(J2 ][iJP"_I(COSfJ)p"_I(kr) 
E 2r = U k2+- ---' ---

(Jr2 (2n+1) ·k· Pn-l'(ka) 

aP n+l(COSfJ) p,,+l(kr) ]. 

(2n+ 1)· k· Pn+l'(ka) 
(Cll) 

9 P. Frank and R. v. Mises, Diff. Gleichungen d. Physik, 
(Mary S. Rosenberg, New York) p. 872. 
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Now let it be assumed that the antenna current is 

llA(r) =lma.x sink(d-r). (C12) 

With (C12) the left side of (C3) may be com
puted using (Cll): 

a+h Ualmax 

f E2rIlA(r)dr= 
a (2n+l)·k·Pn_l'(ka) 

This integration is carried out along the antenna, 
i.e., fJ=O, and since P n(1)=l, the Legendre 
polynomials appearing in (Cll) equal unity: 
Explicitly, the integration yields 

Ualmax 

2n+l 

[ 
Pn-l(kd) Pn-l(ka) 

X coskh:---
Pn-l'(ka) Pn_l'(ka) 

Pn+l(kd) pn+l(ka)] 
---+coskh . (C13) 
Pn+l' (ka) Pn+l' (ka) 

With (C8) the right-hand side of (C3) be
comes: 

f" E 28 Eo BnP " (cosfJ) ·adfJ 

=B n·CU2a/(2n+1)]. (Cl4) 

Equating (Cl3) and (Cl4), the following expres
sion for Bn is obtained: 

lmax[ Pn_l(kd) p,,_l(ka) 
B n=-- coskh---

2 Pn-l'(ka) Pn_l'(ka) 

Pn+l(kd) pn+l(ka)] 
---+coskh . 
Pn+I' (ka) Pn+I'(ka) 

(ClS) 

By substituting Bn from (ClS) into (C2), lIS(fJ) 
is determined. 
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